
100% Recycled Gift Paper

earth-friendly shipping supplies

recycled          biodegradable          recyclable

FEATURES:
•100% post-consumer & post-industrial content
•Absolutely NO virgin fiber
•Fully recyclable and biodegradable 
•White & crisp -- perfect for gift-wrapping

Technical Specs:
•Product code: PRT20X30-960 •Product code: PRT20X30-960 
•30% post-consumer / 70% post-industrial waste
•20" x 30" per sheet - 960 sheets per ream
•Manufactured in the USA

FEATURES:
•100% post-consumer & post-industrial content
•Absolutely NO virgin fiber
•Fully recyclable and biodegradable 
•Artfully molds around your product
•Adds cushioning, protection, and unique style

Technical Specs:Technical Specs:
•Product code: PHPS15-80
•30% post-consumer / 70% post-industrial waste
•15" x 360’ per case - accordion-folded
•Made from thick 80# indented kraft paper
•Manufactured in the USA

white tissue

White Tissue Paper:
Wrapping your products in tissue paper provides Wrapping your products in tissue paper provides 
two services:  your items are both sorted and 
attractively highlighted -- protecting them 
against rubbing and scratches in transport -- as 
well as filling voids in your parcel.  We are excited 
to be able to offer you a 100% recycled version of 
this ever-popular packaging component.  Ours is 
a thin, pliable, semi-translucent paper with a a thin, pliable, semi-translucent paper with a 
paper weight of 9.5#.  The pulp of our paper is 
stylishly dotted with darker specs which draws 
attention to the recycled content and adds to the 
overall appeal.

Ornament Paper Shred:
Aside from augmenting the aesthetic Aside from augmenting the aesthetic 
presentation of your product, the 
multi-dimensional aspect of our Ornament 
Paper Shred functions to provide malleable and 
stylish cushioning. Surrounding your products in 
Ornament Paper Shred serves to soften the 
bumps and rattles of transport and will also 
enhance the crunchy-deco presentation of your enhance the crunchy-deco presentation of your 
parcel.
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